Our RAM Truck accessories will outfit your customers’ vehicles with high quality products. We provide an exciting range that is functional and fits your car perfectly. While choosing the products we add to our assortment, we go in for durability and quality completed by a faultless functionality and a stylish design: like it’s always been part of your RAM Truck.

Furthermore, we grant a 2-year-warranty on all our products.

More info on www.agtauto.com
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PREMIUM FLOOR MATS FRONT

Premium floor mats protect the original carpet of your vehicle and give it an unmistakable look. Colour matched and tailor made for your foot space.

- Driver and co-driver
- Ram’s head logo
- For crew / mega cab

PREMIUM FLOOR MATS REAR

Premium floor mats protect the original carpet of your vehicle and give it an unmistakable look. Colour matched and tailor made for your foot space.

- Premium black carpet
- Ram’s head logo
- For crew cab

DOOR SILL GUARDS GLOBAL BLACK TX7

Door Sill Guards help protect the interior door sills from scratches and scuffs. Created to match the vehicle interior trim colors. Easy installation. Set of four sills (front and rear doors).

- Available in brushed stainless steel or plastic
- Crew cab
- Available with illuminated logo for some models

ALL-WEATHER MAT KITS BLACK CREW CAB

These custom tailored Mopar mats with the Ram’s Head logo leave generic mats far behind. Kits include front and rear mats and feature an exclusive interlocking system to eliminate installation hassles.

- 33% thicker midsection
- Maximum coverage in the front, back and sides
- Advanced reservoir system to better contain spills
**EXTERIOR**

**SPLASH GUARDS FRONT (WITH FENDER FLARES)**

Splash guards front offer excellent protection for the underbody and flanks against stone chips and dirt.

**VEHICLES WITHOUT FENDER FLARES**

- **SET OF TWO**
  - **FOR CREW / QUAD CAB**

**SPLASH GUARDS REAR (WITH FENDER FLARES)**

Splash guards rear offer excellent protection for the underbody and flanks against stone chips and dirt.

**VEHICLES WITHOUT FENDER FLARES**

- **SET OF TWO**
  - **FOR CREW / QUAD CAB**

**22-INCH WHEEL**

Stylish aluminium rim from MOPAR for your RAM DT 1500.

**20-INCH BLACK ONYX WHEEL**

Stylish aluminium rim from MOPAR for your RAM DT 1500.

**THE POLISHED, EXTRA LARGE SURFACES KEEP DIRT FAR AWAY.**
**EXTERIOR**

**82215280 CHROME BODYSIDE MOLDINGS**
Unique chrome bodyside moldings give you the opportunity to make your vehicle stand out from the crowd.

**SET OF TWO**

**82215508AB OFFROAD RUNNING BOARDS BLACK**
Designed for maximum grip and great looks, these running boards won’t rust and are custom-designed to the unique forms that distinguish your RAM Truck.

**CAB LENGTH**
**CREW CAB**

**82215301AC SIDE STEPS MATTE BLACK**
Designed for maximum grip and great looks, these running boards won’t rust and are custom-designed to the unique forms that distinguish your RAM Truck.

**CAB LENGTH**
**CREW CAB**

**82215291 SIDE STEPS STAINLESS STEEL**
Designed for maximum grip and great looks, these running boards won’t rust and are custom-designed to the unique forms that distinguish your RAM Truck.

**CAB LENGTH**
**CREW CAB**
SPORT-EXHAUST SYSTEM G-TECH

The exhaust system is handcrafted by G Tech from V2A stainless steel. The typical bass sound of the V8 was taken into account. The tailpipes are also made of V2A stainless steel satined with a diameter of 114mm round. The system is replaced from the middle silencer. Entry with TÜV test report.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hand Shaped</th>
<th>Perfect Fit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Class Sound</td>
<td>TÜV Tested</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
LEER HARD TOP XR

More style and standard options than a conventional hardtop. In addition to its traditional 50/50 side sliding windows, there is a curved all-glass rear door with a centrally mounted LEER twist lock, a remote control for opening and locking, integrated headliner and a removable front sliding window to the cab.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COLOURS: BRILLIANT BLACK, BRIGHT WHITE, GRANITE CRYSTAL</th>
<th>DARK TINT GLASS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INSULATED ROOF</td>
<td>EASY ROTARY LATCH SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERIOR DOME LIGHT</td>
<td>REMOTE CONTROL INCLUDED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LEER HARD TOP XR WITHOUT COLOUR

LEER 100XL offers even more functionality and flair than our 100XR. The recessed SUV-style side window with pivoting ventilation slots and covers protects the valuable cargo from wind and weather, improves the aerodynamics of your vehicle and gives it a classy finish look. This model also includes a remote control, integrated headliner and a removable front sliding window to the cab.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COLOURS BRILLIANT BLACK, BRIGHT WHITE, GRANITE CRYSTAL</th>
<th>WEATHER COVERED TWIST HANDLE LOCK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INSULATED ROOF, DARK TINT GLASS</td>
<td>REMOTE CONTROL INCLUDED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERIOR DOME LIGHT</td>
<td>OPTIONAL COMPLETE WITH LEER LOCKER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Experience over-the-top versatility with HF350M - LEER’s total access hard folding truck cover. Made with stronger panels, easier to install rails, and no-drill, superior water management, LEER’s HF350M hard folding tonneau cover is perfect for any job and lets you live in the moment, no matter how your truck is used.

- Low profile, textured matte black panels
- Easy on, easy off, no-drill installation
- Panels can be held in a stowed upright position during travel • Superior water management; no drain tubes required
- Exclusive CYNC® latching system for one hand operation from either side of the vehicle - Avoid flimsy pull cables, cover can be latched with the tailgate closed (competitors can’t)
- Auxiliary safety buckles standard - No more blowoffs

COLOURS: BRILLIANT BLACK, BRIGHT WHITE, GRANITE CRYSTAL
EASY NO-DRILL INSTALLATION
TWIST HANDLE LOCK WITH WEATHER COVER

Seamless integration into the design of the vehicle. The tailor made fiberglass tonneau ensures an excellent fit and appearance. Thanks to the LEER superlift system, the tonneau can be opened and closed effortlessly with the LEER twist handle. Includes remote control and integrated headliner.

CARRIES UP TO 100 LBS / 45 KG!
DECKED revolutionizes the storage and organization of loading areas with this innovative, weatherproof and ergonomic solution for your RAM. The DECKED system features two full-length secure drawers that slide effortlessly under a 2000 lbs / 900 kg load-bearing working deck. It's made out of durable high-density polyethylene (HDPE) and American steel, giving owners ergonomic access to tools and equipment while making full use of their RAM load bed. The bearing is individually adjustable and the system can be easily mounted and dismantled on the loading area after assembly without drilling.

DECKED DR6 / 5.7’ BED W/O RAMBOX / 2019

LEER SR250 / 5.7’ W/O RAMBOX

The SR250 is the economical, easy-to-use roll-up soft cover protects your cargo. LEER’s patented CYNC™ latching system allows for quick, easy opening of the tonneau from either side of the truck. Commercial-grade, reinforced triple-ply vinyl delivers superior durability and extended life. Installation requires no drilling, and a simple-to-use, no-tools-needed tension adjuster keeps the tonneau tight across the bed.

Exclusive CYNC Latching System allows opening from either side
Built in bag holder
Double-coated, reinforced triple-ply vinyl
Easy no drill installation (tools included)
Storage straps and buckles secure cover in open position
Beveled edges for excellent water management

209125

LEER SR250 / 5.7’ W/O RAMBOX

The SR250 is the economical, easy-to-use roll-up soft cover protects your cargo. LEER’s patented CYNC™ latching system allows for quick, easy opening of the tonneau from either side of the truck. Commercial-grade, reinforced triple-ply vinyl delivers superior durability and extended life. Installation requires no drilling, and a simple-to-use, no-tools-needed tension adjuster keeps the tonneau tight across the bed.

Exclusive CYNC Latching System allows opening from either side
Built in bag holder
Double-coated, reinforced triple-ply vinyl
Easy no drill installation (tools included)
Storage straps and buckles secure cover in open position
Beveled edges for excellent water management

209125

LEER SR250 / 5.7’ W/O RAMBOX

The SR250 is the economical, easy-to-use roll-up soft cover protects your cargo. LEER’s patented CYNC™ latching system allows for quick, easy opening of the tonneau from either side of the truck. Commercial-grade, reinforced triple-ply vinyl delivers superior durability and extended life. Installation requires no drilling, and a simple-to-use, no-tools-needed tension adjuster keeps the tonneau tight across the bed.

Exclusive CYNC Latching System allows opening from either side
Built in bag holder
Double-coated, reinforced triple-ply vinyl
Easy no drill installation (tools included)
Storage straps and buckles secure cover in open position
Beveled edges for excellent water management

209125

DECKED DR6 / 5.7’ BED W/O RAMBOX / 2019

DECKED revolutionizes the storage and organization of loading areas with this innovative, weatherproof and ergonomic solution for your RAM. The DECKED system features two full-length secure drawers that slide effortlessly under a 2000 lbs / 900 kg load-bearing working deck. It's made out of durable high-density polyethylene (HDPE) and American steel, giving owners ergonomic access to tools and equipment while making full use of their RAM load bed. The bearing is individually adjustable and the system can be easily mounted and dismantled on the loading area after assembly without drilling.

DECKED DR7 / 6.4’ BED W/O RAMBOX / 2019

2000 LBS / 900 KG LOAD-BEARING WORKING DECK
Two full-length secure drawers
Mounting without drilling
LEER hardtop and tonneau customers can get the most out of their trucks by adding a BEDSLIDE. With the BEDSLIDE, you can load and unload your RAM more easily than ever before. The high-quality rail system carries up to 2'000 lbs / 900 kg.

**BEDSLIDE / 5.7' BED W/O RAMBOX / 65"X 48"

**BEDSLIDE / 5.7' BED WITH RAMBOX / 63"X 47"

**BEDSLIDE / 6.4' BED WITH & W/O RAMBOX / 73"X 48"

**KEDA24A55**

**ULTRAGROOVE ELECTRIC**

**5.7' BED W/O RAMBOX**

This tonneau can be moved to the desired position with a remote control. An electromagnetic brake locks the cover in any position. The aluminium plates are powder coated in matt black to create a robust and resistant surface.

- Hands-free, remote controlled operation
- Durable matt black powder coating on rigid Alu. plates
- No drilling, clampable design for easy installation
- Water drain pipes

**KRDA25A56**

**ULTRAGROOVE 5.7' BED W/O RAMBOX**

Custom-fit tonneau cover protects your cargo and your Ram 1500's bed from the elements.

- Retractable hard tonneau - manual
- Inside bed rails
- Aluminium and vinyl
- Opens at tailgate

Base support not included in scope of delivery.
CARRIERS AND CARGO HAULING

FULL-METAL JACKRABBIT 5.7’ BED W/O RAMBOX

Retractable tonneau cover made of aluminium with robust, powder-coated black surface. The flush mounting makes cleaning easier and gives the cover a slim, streamlined appearance. Remote included.

FULL METAL, POWDER-COATED ALUMINIUM DECK
OPENING/CLOSING WITH THE BUILT-IN DRAWSTRING AT 12” INTERVALS
HEAVY-DUTY CONTINUOUS TENSION SPRING OPENS COVER AUTOMATICALLY WHEN LATCH IS TURNED

UTILITY RAILS 5’7” BED

These anodized aluminium rails attach to the inside walls of the bed and feature adjustable cleats that slide along the rail system to secure cargo of various sizes.

ACCOMMODATES THE SLIDING TOOLBOXES, SPORT UTILITY BARS AND CARGO BED DIVIDER

PACE-EDWARDS SPORT RACK SYSTEM BY THULE

Thule bed rack system made out of steel square tubes with black plastic coated surface. This includes 4 bases, 4 towers, 2 bars, and 4 locks that will keep your equipment safe even when you leave your vehicle unattended.

PERFECT MATCH FOR YOUR PACE-EDWARDS ULTRAGROOVE OR ULTRAGROOVE ELECTRIC TONNEAU COVER
CARRIES CARGO WITHOUT COMPROMISING FULL BED ACCESS
LOAD CAPACITY 75KG

CONVENTIONAL BED SLIDING TOOLBOX

Toolboxes are constructed of powder coated aluminium in a diamond plate tread pattern. Features include key-locking single lid design, gas cylinders for easy lift and full weather stripping to help seal out moisture and dust.

SINGLE LID DESIGN
GAS CYLINDERS FOR EASY LIFT
REQUIRES PICKUP BOX UTILITY RAILS, SOLD SEPARATELY
**RAMBOX SLIDING TOOLBOX**

RamBox® Sliding Toolbox - Durable aluminium toolbox with easy access lid, protective seal coat, stainless steel hinges, locking handle, and continuous body welds.

- Requires Pickup Box Utility Rails, sold separately
- Easy Access Lid
- Protective Seal Coat
- Locking Handle

---

**SPORT UTILITY BARS**

Expand carrier capacity and allow other truck bed accessories to be installed with ease. Bars are made of aluminum to help protect against corrosion.

- Requires Pickup Box Utility Rails, sold separately
- Includes T-Slot for installation
- For RamBox Beds (not shown)

---

**CARGO BED DIVIDER**

This easily adjustable divider by MOPAR is constructed of strong aluminium tubing. Divided fits snugly into the slots located along the utility rails, enabling you to secure cargo of various sizes.

- Not compatible with RamBox Cargo Management System
- Requires Pickup Box Utility Rails, sold separately

---

**BED LIGHT KIT**

The Cargo Bed Light Kit includes two lights mounted at the rear of your vehicle’s bed.

- Set of Two
CARRIERS AND CARGO HAULING

**BED EXTENDER / WITHOUT RAMBOX**

Our practical Bed Extender attaches to the rear of the bed and pivots in and out for added storage and convenience. The Bed Extender also features two molded in grocery bag hooks/hangers.

- **INWARD:** Keep cargo from sliding to the front of the bed
- **OUTWARD:** Extend the truck bed area of the tailgate
- **FEATURES TWO MOLDED-IN GROCERY BAG HOOKS FOR ADDED CONVENIENCE**
- **NOT COMPATIBLE WITH RAMBOX CARGO MANAGEMENT SYSTEM**

**SPORT BAR 2.0 TEXTURED BLACK POWDER**

Go Rhino’s Sport Bar 2.0 gives your RAM more style and sportiness. The sport bar is equipped with 4 LED auxiliary lights and can be folded in electrically.

**SPORT BAR 2.0 GLOSS POLISHED METAL**

Compatible with most bed covers

- Removable side plates
- Mounting area for LED lights
- Optional power-actuated light bar to raise and lower lights

**CARGO RAMP-KIT**

Folding Aluminum Cargo Ramps offer the perfect combination of light weight (17 Lbs / 7.7 Kg), high strength and easy stowability. Features include punched holes on the ramp surface for added traction, raised wheel guide edges, non-slip rubberized tailgate attachment and quick-release nylon securing strap.

- **SOLD INDIVIDUALLY**
- **750 LBS / 340 KG PER RAMP**
- **DIMENSIONS: 221 x 36 cm (Jackknife Design Folds To 143 cm)**

**SPORT BAR 3.0 POLISHED STAINLESS STEEL**

The Sport Bar 3.0 with a classically polished stainless steel look is compatible with most retractable and foldable cargo area covers (tonneaus).

- **COMPATIBLE WITH MOST RETRACTABLE, ROLL-UP, AND FOLDING BED COVERS**
- **MULTIPLE PRE-DRILLED HOLES TO MOUNT LIGHTS**
TOWING ACCESSORIES

**P0000001225**
**ELECTRIC KIT RAM DT 2019 V1.1**

13-pin trailer conversion kit. Safe, reliable and fully functional due to on-board network connection.

**AH-5**
**AGT EUROPE TOW HOOK**

As standard, all RAMs officially imported by AGT Europe are equipped with this trailer hitch. If you have a vehicle of a different origin, you can equip it with this complete retrofit kit according to the specifications of the manufacturer and legislator.

- ORIGINAL RAM ACCESSORY
- APPROVED FOR FOR 3.5 TONS
- E-TEST SUPPLY
- EXTREMELY ROBUST CONSTRUCTION
- INCL. MONTAGE
- VERTICAL LOAD 140 KG
**MEDIA & ELECTRONICS**

**DAB + SPLITTER**

Broadcast booster for all DAB-devices as well as the prepared Dodge and RAM DAB+ radios (till MY 2017; from MY 2018 on request).

- **DAB+ RECEPTION FOR ORIGINAL RADIO WITH STANDARD ANTENNA**
- **TWO FAKRA CABLES FOR PROFESSIONAL MOUNTING INCLUDED**

Additional articles for professional assembly from MY18 onwards:

- DAB 407300: Extension cable 50cm. Fakra ‘Z’ plug at both ends
- DAB 407305: Phantom infeed adapter Fakra to Fakra 30cm
- DAB 407301: Fakra female plug

**WIRELESS CHARGING PAD**

Charging made quick and easy and without the use of wires when a compatible phone* is placed onto the charging surface of the pad. Professional installation recommended.

- **ANTI-SLIP MAT**
- **ADJUSTABLE CRADLE**
- **LED INDICATOR LIGHT**

---

*It’s important that your device supports the Qi wireless charging standards. Other models may require a special Qi case to allow wireless charge.
LOOKING FOR AN ACCESSORY NOT LISTED IN THIS CATALOG?

WE CAN PROVIDE MANY MORE HIGH-QUALITY ITEMS. JUST ASK US, WE ARE HAPPY TO HELP!